
Q1 Unable to pair

A1

1. Please keep the watch on the screen when pairing, select the correct device type:
watch/band, wrong selection will cause the Bluetooth name not to be searched;
2. Use the IOS system to connect to the watch. After unbinding, you need to ignore the device
from the system Bluetooth to search for this device again.
3. If you still fail to bind after repeated attempts, it is recommended to pair and connect in an
open area to avoid interference from other devices during pairing.

Q2 How to set up and use Alexa?

A2

Click amazon alexa in the device information, log in through AMAZON, log in to an Amazon
account or create a new Amazon account, allow this website to open the APP, and then you can
enter the connected state. Select Amazon Alexa on the watch to start a voice conversation, and
Alexa will answer in text format.
Current functions: You can use alexa to chat, Wikipedia, query weather, Amazon shopping list
and other information, set alarms, countdown, stopwatch functions, and event reminders.
Phase II functions: Turn on exercise, turn on heart rate/blood oxygen/pressure detection, turn
on music control, search for mobile phones, check exercise records, check sleep quality and
other functions.

Q3 How to ensure the accuracy of the heart rate and pedometer function?

A3

1. Heart rate monitoring: In principle, the click heart rate test requires wearing tight, standing
still, and not talking; when the click heart rate test is worn loose, talking or slightly moving, it
will lead to poor signal quality, resulting in slow, no value, Or heart rate fluctuations and other
issues. When measuring, place your arm flat, relax and stand still, and make sure that the watch
is close to your arm.
2. Step counting function: When setting personal information, be sure to fill in all the
information honestly and accurately! Including gender, height, weight, age, these slight
inaccuracies will directly affect the data capture of the acceleration sensor, and further impress
the algorithm calculation. The result is inaccurate step counting, incorrect distance data, and
inaccurate calorie consumption. Get inaccurate data. In addition, your swing posture, stride
length, road surface smoothness, uphill and downhill will all affect your step count.

Q4 How to update and bind the watch to connect to the new version of the APP?

A4

After the OTA upgrade is enabled for the watch, users can find the connected device
information in the device at the bottom of the APP page, slide down and click Device Upgrade,
and the latest firmware version can be detected and click Upgrade. You need to ensure that the
firmware has been upgraded to the latest version before upgrading the resource pack and
device language.

Q5 Bluetooth connection is unstable



A5

1. Make sure that the distance between the smart watch and the mobile phone is not too far,
too far will cause the Bluetooth connection effect to be weakened
2. Check if there is any obstruction between the smart watch and the phone
3. Check whether the battery level of the smart watch is sufficient enough to turn on the
Bluetooth
4. To see if the Bluetooth of the mobile phone is abnormal, you can turn off the Bluetooth and
restart it
5. Make sure that the APP will not be killed in the background after exiting
6. After the screen is locked, the power saving mode may cause the Bluetooth to automatically
turn off. Make sure that the Bluetooth is not turned off

Q6 Cannot receive message reminder or call reminder?

A6

1. The smart reminder function and call reminder switch need to be turned on in the APP and
need to be synchronized to the smart watch. IOS needs to be set in the system
2. The mobile phone settings notification management menu authorizes apps such as veryfit
and WeChat, allowing APP information such as WeChat to be pushed to the mobile phone
notification bar, and allowing veryfit to retrieve the information pushed by WeChat from the
mobile phone notification bar, and then transmit it to the smart watch via Bluetooth.
3. Start the management or power-saving management menu on the phone, and set it to allow
APPs such as Veryfit and WeChat to work in the background without being killed.
4. Open the notification list in Veryfi and allow the smart watch to receive information.
5. Do not set the DND mode on the app and mobile phone.
6. If there is no problem with the above, and you still can't receive it, just ignore the Bluetooth
on the mobile phone and re-enter the synchronization in the app. When the binding and
permission notification permissions appear, select the binding and allow notifications. If the
notification is still not received, it may be a compatibility issue between the user's mobile
phone and the APP. Please feedback the log (including mobile phone model, mobile phone
operating system version, watch firmware version, APP name and version information), and the
factory arranges the corresponding mobile phone test Recurrence analysis and solution.

Q7 Why no sleep data or inaccurate data?

A7

1. First confirm whether to wear thesmart watch to sleep, the APP will not generate sleep data
after sleeping without the smart watch;
2. The wristband records the sleep data at night, starting to record within 30 minutes of lying
down (sleep is divided into 3 types: deep, light, and awake sleep), and the sleep ends when
you sit up. Sleeping after getting up will affect the recording of sleep data;
3. Confirm whether the sleep conditions are met: the data will be saved after sleep for more
than 3 hours. Usually the user sleeps during the day or takes a nap. Currently, the products of
the new algorithm can monitor sleep 24H, and the old algorithm is 11:00-7:00 in the evening.
4. If the new algorithm product sleeps for 3 hours or more, but there is still no sleep data or
falls asleep at 9pm but the APP data still shows that it is 11pm fall asleep, etc., it may be an
algorithm bug.

Q8 Information is not prompted?



A8

1. WeChat APP: The message reminds you not to turn on the Do Not Disturb mode. At the
same time, if devices such as computers and tablets have logged in to WeChat, they need to
log out.
2. Mobile phone settings: the mobile phone settings notification management menu
authorizes APP and WeChat APP, allows WeChat information to be pushed to the mobile
notification bar, and allows APP to retrieve the information pushed by WeChat from the mobile
notification bar, and then transmits it to the smart watchterminal via Bluetooth. Mobile start
management Or the power saving management menu, the setting allows APP and WeChat to
work in the background without being killed.
3. App settings: open the notification list in the app and allow the smart watchto receive
messages. Do not set the do not disturb mode on the app.
4. Some bracelets also have a Do Not Disturb mode setting (do not open)
5.Some mobile phones cannot receive information prompts because they cannot receive
information due to APP bugs or mobile phone compatibility issues.
6. If the information is not prompted, you can refer to Annex 3 to set the mobile terminal.

Q9 How to charge the watch?

A9

1. Insert the charging cable of the smart watchinto the USB, and the other end can be charged
by attracting the other end to the smart watchwith a magnet. Note that the direction is
reversed to prevent foolishness and cannot be charged;
2. Under normal circumstances, the smart watchcan be fully charged in 2 to 4 hours.

Q10 Why can't the smart watchbe turned on?

A10

1. Charge it first, and eliminate the cause of no electricity. When charging, make sure that the
charging terminal of the smart watchis properly connected to the charger. If the charging
indicator does not light up, it may be that the USB port is faulty. You need to change a few
more non-faulty USB ports to try.
2. If the reason for the lack of power is ruled out, it is generally due to the failure of the PCBA
board that needs to be returned to the factory for analysis and repair.

Q11 Why can't the smart watchconnect to Bluetooth?

A11

1. Confirm whether the smart watchis connected by other mobile phones, the bluetooth

connected smart watchdisplays an icon in the upper left corner, and the bluetooth

unconnected upper left corner displays a dynamic icon, if it is connected by another

mobile phone, first untie the smart watchthrough the mobile APP;
2. Please use the wristband matching APP to bind the bracelet. It is found that in some
Samsung and Huawei mobile phones, users first use the mobile phone to pair with the
bracelet, and then open the APP to bind the bracelet, which may cause the APP to fail to bind
or cause problems after pairing. ；

3. Please restart the phone and try to see if it can be connected;
4. Try another phone to see if it can be connected. If the phone can be connected after



changing the phone, it may be a compatibility issue between the smart watch and the phone;
5. If none of the above methods work, it may be a hardware failure, such as a false welding of
the radio frequency circuit, which needs to be returned to the factory for analysis and repair.

Q12 Why does the sync app only have calorie data after exercise, but not distance and speed data?

A12

1. Please wait 5-10 minutes after synchronization. Sometimes data synchronization may be
slow due to network problems;
2. Restart the phone, sometimes the GPS signal of the phone is not good, which may also
cause this problem;
3. Please uninstall and re-install the APP. It may be APP BUG, distance and other data are
determined according to two principles. One is that the smart watchand APP are calculated
according to the GPS positioning of the mobile phone. If the GPS signal is not good, the
algorithm is determined by the algorithm The smart watchis obtained by multiplying the
number of steps and the step width set in advance. If the GPS signal is not good, but the APP
judges that the wristband is not needed to calculate the distance, there will be no distance
data encountered by the customer.

Q13 Slow response to bright screen

A13

Normally raise the wrist to brighten the screen time is about 1.5S
Taking into account your unconscious raising of your wrist during use, such as stretching your
arm while sleeping, we have partially restricted the display of your wrist. When the screen of
the wristband is down, twist your wrist so that the screen is up to light up the screen normally.
It is recommended that you try a few more times to master the best angle of raising your wrist.

Q14 After the firmware update, the watch keeps stuck on the update screen and does not respond

A14

1. Please confirm the power status of the watch before the upgrade, please ensure that the
power before the upgrade is above 35%, to avoid the OTA upgrade being stuck or the upgrade
failure due to insufficient power;
2. Confirm whether the watch and the APP are still connected. If you continue to connect,
continue to upgrade on the device upgrade interface until the upgrade is successful;
3. If you still cannot solve the problem after trying the above operations, please select the
corresponding problem type in the "Problems and Suggestions" of the "My" interface of the
APP, describe your problem in detail, and attach a picture if possible. We locate the reason
more quickly. In addition, please leave your contact information and inform our after-sales
personnel. We will analyze the reason through the log provided by you.

Q15 The touch screen does not respond?

A15

1. Confirm whether the watch can be connected with the APP, whether the APP can detect the
latest version of the firmware, if possible, please update.
2. Whether the touch function is restored after restarting the watch, if there is still no
response, it may be a hardware problem and need to be returned to the factory for repair.

Q16 Screen problem

A16
1. Confirm whether the firmware version of the watch is the latest, and upgrade the version to
the latest if possible. Reset the watch function, and then observe whether the screen is broken.



If it can be restored to normal, it may be a software bug
2. If the reset cannot be restored, it may be a hardware problem and need to be returned to
the factory for repair.


